
Make a big impact
Start small

Yes? Read on...

I can change.

I’m willing to share.

I want things to be better.

Can you check one box or more?

...changing the Nature
            of our impact

Start In Your Yard

Start In Your Yard

Start upgrading your yard to 
healthy habitat. Join the effort to 
build our part of the Homegrown 
National Park that Doug Tallamy 
advocates. Contribute to our 
shared well-being — in your yard.

Start In Your Yard
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New

We need new bragging rights that 
value healthy life and create beauty.

new bragging rightsnew bragging rights
NO

Can it capture and retain rainwater?
Can it remove toxins from the air?
Can it protect rivers from runoff?
Can it create added topsoil?
Can it enrich the soil it covers?
Can it feed insects and birds?NO
Lawn

greater Kane County

And...

Start In Your Yard Sign-upStart In Your Yard Sign-upStart In Your Yard Sign-up
Sign-up for the Wild Ones newsletter

Event informationEvent informationEvent information
Request for a site visit for help
Link for joining Wild OnesLink for joining Wild OnesLink for joining Wild Ones

Bibliographies
Links for researching native plantsLinks for researching native plantsLinks for researching native plants
Where to buy native plants

Lists of recommended native plantsLists of recommended native plantsLists of recommended native plants
Video links

What you’ll find on our website

startinyouryard.com

expand ideas of separation and connection
   The More Beautiful World Our Hearts 
   Know Is Possible by Charles Eisenstein

help you plan your native gardens
   The Living Landscape by 
   Rick Darke and Douglas Tallamy

get you started
   Lawns into Meadows by Owen Wormser

awaken and inspire you
   Nature’s Best Hope by Douglas Tallamy

   Books to   Books to   Books to



Obtain plants and plant them.

Research what will grow there
and decide what to buy.

Detemine how sunny or shady, 
wet or dry conditions are.

Cover the grass with cardboard
or thick newspaper, weight with
some sand, and cover with mulch
or leaves to smother the turf.

Edge the garden with a spade or 
shovel, using the hose as a guide.

You might outline this small plot 
(10’ x10’, perhaps) with a hose.

Begin to watch how the sun and 
rain move over this garden area.

Identify where to establish your
native-plant garden.

Get Started in Your YardGet Started in Your YardGet Started in Your Yard

See the back of this brochure   to find the   resources    to helpyou get started     in your
     in your       yard.

SIYY is free and open to everyone;
no membership required

• Awakening to the fact that what we plant in
   our yards makes a critical difference, that 
   how we manage our yards has a powerful    
   effect on the natural world, including us;
 
• Seeing our yards as pieces in a great quilt that 
   is our neighborhood, our community, our    is our neighborhood, our community, our 
   world – pieces that can be patched in ways 
   that contribute to overall health;

• Knowing that plants, insects, birds, animals, 
   and humans are all interconnected, which 
   means that everything we do affects our 
   collective home;

•• Cooperating with Nature to foster a 
   landscape that contributes to health and
   diversity rather than depleting them;

• Sharing our yards with species we’ve 
   disregarded and displaced;

• Seeking out the knowledge we need -- 
   learning from native plants and each other 
   how to steward the land;   how to steward the land;

• Understanding that changing our impact is 
   an act of reciprocity that honors Nature’s 
   generous abundance. 

Start In Your Yard What changes
the Nature of
our impact?

startinyouryard.comstartinyouryard.comstartinyouryard.comstartinyouryard.com

and with ourselves.
with our neighbors,

with the unpaved world,
    Nature can entice us to connect
We can invite Nature into our yards.

Moving toward Connection...Moving toward Connection...Moving toward Connection...Moving toward Connection...Moving toward Connection...Moving toward Connection...Moving toward Connection...

Separation

There is a spark within 
each of us that responds 
when we encounter life 
that blooms, reproduces, 
nurtures, and thrives 
without our control. 

Alive Life
can surprise us,can surprise us,
fascinate us,

and leave us wondering 
at the mystery
of the wild world 

from which we’ve held 
ourselves apart.
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ConnectionConnectionConnection

Why is this change important?


